A satellite III sequence shared by human chromosomes 13, 14, and 21 that is contiguous with alpha satellite DNA.
We report the isolation of a clone (pTR9) from a human chromosome 21 lambda phage library, which was found to contain two distinct components: (1) a previously unreported subfamily of human satellite III (pTR9-s3; 1,485 bp) and (2) an alpha satellite sequence (pTR9-alpha; 250 bp) containing 1.5 copies of a 171-bp alphoid unit that shows 88.4% homology to a previously reported alpha satellite consensus sequence. The two components are separated by two direct repeats of 9 bp. Use of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to amplify across the junction between pTR9-s3 and pTR9-alpha established that these two sequences are contiguous in total human genomic DNA and in DNA derived from somatic cell hybrids carrying human chromosomes 13, 14, or 21. A related, but considerably more diverged, sequence was also detected on chromosome 15. Southern analysis of somatic cell hybrids at high stringency revealed a common structure of the pTR9-s3 sequence on chromosomes 13, 14, and 21 but not on 15 or 22. This sequence should be useful for the study of the structural organisation of the centromere of these chromosomes and the mechanism of their involvement in Robertsonian translocations.